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Editorial
Permit me to borrow from and paraphrase the great Sir Arthur Lewis who said
that the cure for poverty is not money but
rather education. Had such a profound
statement been made by someone from the
so-called ‘first world’ it would have been a
quote probably plastered on every university and college dormitory wall. Having
said that, it is nonetheless, a quote that is
universally accepted as true. In these trying economic times we, as a nation, a small
nation, need to examine the words uttered
by the Saint Lucian laureate as they very
well represent the solution.
In a recent USA infomercial a presenter
made the following comment, “Not
having a college education is like walking
aimlessly through a desert.” Mind you, to
walk through a desert is not encouraging.
However to walk aimlessly is worse.
Therefore education must be viewed as the
factor which gives direction and purpose
as we traverse the desert of life. Education
will pave the road to the oasis of potential
success.
Those nations, such as Singapore, China, Japan and Hong Kong that have revolutionized their economies have done so on
the foundation of education. Education
has brought and continues to bring significant benefits to those countries. The question is, “Is it not time that we as a people
take the universally accepted advice of Sir
Arthur by educating ourselves to get out
of poverty?”
There needs to be a burning desire by
our people for education. This hunger
must be there. It is well recognized that
Saint Lucia will not, at this time, nor in the
near future, provide all its citizens with tertiary level education. However, this should
not serve as a barrier to want to achieve,
to want to pursue further education. The
basic foundation is there, that of primary
and secondary education for all but these
will certainly not cut it in this fast ever
changing world.
It is through education that we will be
able to compete in this global environment.
Even on our own little piece of rock, Saint
Lucia, our birth certificate is no longer a
guarantee for employment. And this has
come increasingly so with the advent of
the Caribbean Vocational Qualifications
2
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(CVQ). CARICOM nationals who possess such qualifications are free to roam
the region in search of employment. It
was the late Sir John Compton who once
said in an interview, “Do not show me
your birth certificate, show me, tell me,
what you can do.”
As a nation we need to encourage our
people to seek higher education and certification. The era when four CSEC subjects at General level got you a job is fast
vanishing. Let us not forget that prior to
the 1980s the goal for many was to leave
primary school with a Six Standard Certificate because they knew that such certification almost guaranteed them a job.
Oh, how times have changed. The rapid
advances and changes in the global environment would make a mockery of those
qualifications if we are to rely solely on
them. Our people must take advantage of
every opportunity to improve themselves
because an improvement in self may redound to the benefit of family, community and country. In that desert each and
every one of us must look for that camel
to ride. Without that camel, education,
it will take us forever and maybe never to
get to the oasis.
While government is undoubtedly the
biggest spender on education, the private
sector may very well be the largest recipient of an educated workforce. Therefore
there needs to be joint efforts to enhance
educational opportunities for our people.
In this regard What’s Next wishes to propose the following:
1. Government and the Private Sector set
up a joint education fund for nationals wishing to pursue further/higher
education.
2. The Government matches the contribution of the private Sector.
3. Members of the private sector who
contribute to such a fund can have the
amounts contributed as tax deductibles.
4. A joint committee of Government and
Private Sector representatives administers the fund.
This should not serve as a replacement
for the ongoing scholarship policies of the
government or that of the private sector
but rather to compliment them.
Our country requires a highly skilled

and educated workforce. It is the solution.
We can either continue along our merry
way of wandering in the desert or we can
quench our thirst and direct our development with education.
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Tablets

in the class Room

Promise and Pitfalls
Balancing the Appeal of Mobile Computing
against the real world Education Constraints

“Imagine a future where our children are more motivated because they are
immersed in the same technology that is increasingly surrounding them in life.”

T

he education sector globally has traditionally been
slow to adopt new technology. A wave of affordable,
mobile computing devices, particularly
tablets, is changing this. Education administrators, schools, and individual
educators are experimenting with new
touchscreen devices such as Apple’s
wildly popular iPad, at a rate that is
faster than even the most optimistic
tech watcher could have anticipated.
Schools are increasingly exploring the
integration of technology in the classroom. And more and more, they are
opting for tablets instead of laptops or
desktop computers.
The Appeal

The appeal of tablets to educators
is easy to understand. Tablets are affordable, adaptable, interactive, portable, powerful, connected, and if it’s
an iPad, students think they’re cool as
well.
With tablets, students and teachers
are no longer confined to computer
labs to experience the benefits of technology-supported learning.
Tablets contain cameras that allow
for taking pictures or recording videos for class projects. They support
video playback for watching movies,
clips or animations, enhancing learning with immersive and interactive
multimedia teaching aids. Built-in
speakers and microphone allow for
music playback and voice recording
for music, language and humanities
subjects. And of course, with wireless
networking, tablets can connect to
the Internet, giving students access to
the rich, diverse World Wide Web for
research, video conferencing, email
and so much more.
Tablets allow students to easily carry
around more information – and less
weight – than a bag filled with text
books. All this from a device that is
less expensive than traditional desktop
computers; more portable, offers much
better battery life; and is easier to use and
maintain than most traditional laptops.
2
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It’s no wonder there is so much hype
and so much interest in tablets in the
classroom. After all, what’s not to like?
Well it turns out that there are several
things to be weary of.
The Constraints

For technology to make a real difference in student learning, it cannot simply be an add-on. Proper
integration of learning technologies
into schools and classrooms require a
substantial rethink of pedagogy, curriculum, assessment, teacher practice,
parental engagement and physical infrastructure.
So, as appealing and versatile as
tablets are for learning, there are several factors that constrain their use in
the real world:
Costs

sider new methodS of sourcing, sharing
and delivering educational content and
applications.
Content

Tablets are great at content consumption, but the absence of a physical keyboard presents severe challenges for
content creation in a classroom context.
Further, the several popular tablet models lack standard ports for transfer and
syncing content between devices. This
means that delivering content to multiple
devices can be problematic and time consuming for teachers and students. Careful
thought and proper investment must go
into ensuring that devices can be easily
and securely updated and new content
deployed en-mass.
Competence

Relative to desktop and laptop
computers, tablets are quite affordable. However, true cost of ownership includes other charges to cover
licenses for appropriate educational
software and eBooks; accessories
like protective cases, charging stations, cables, adapters, keyboards;
and equipment warranties. These can
quickly add up. Then there is the additional cost of outfitting schools to
provide secure Internet access and to
store and secure the digital content
created and used in the class.

Not all teachers will find the learning
curve presented by tablets easy to master.
As easy and intuitive as tablets may be for
most students, special investment has to
be made in teacher training and orientation. Educators also may not intuitively
understand how tablet apps integrate into
lesson plans. They may be challenged to
find the time and motivation to adapt to
new modes of classroom preparation and
lesson planning that tablets demand. Deliberate focus has to be placed on teacher
training and orientation before embarking on any tablet campaign.

Curriculum Alignment

Control

There are thousands of education
titles available for Apple’s iPad and an
equally impressive set of options for
tablets based on Google’s Android
OS. But the majority of apps were
developed for the US educational
system and may not all be perfectly
aligned to non-US curricula.
Consumer focus

Each tablet platform has an associated ‘app stores’ designed for
the consumer market. These seldom provide specific content and
application management features.
Further, the one tablet one user
paradigm do not always carry neatly
over into the classroom. Educators
and students must therefore con-

Deployment, monitoring and management of tablets, as is the case with all technology assets, require careful planning and
consideration. Schools must also consider
how they will monitor and control such
student usage. Video cameras and voice recorders are wonderful assets to have in the
classroom when used responsibly. However, inappropriate use can lead to nightmarish scenarios. Additionally, there are
several legal implications, including access
to online sites and content, which must be
thoroughly researched before any deployment is considered.
Evolving Landscape

As with all things the landscape of
technology is constantly evolving. A
new class of education-focused tablets is

emerging to address the challenges inherent in deploying consumer-oriented devices in the classroom. New companies
like LearnPad and Amplify are touting
their tablet wares as tailor made for the
needs of the education sector. Features
like curated education app stores; safe
web browsing, with an ‘on-device’ whitelist of approved websites; integrated
course management tools; support for
multiple user profiles and device level
access mechanisms; all promise teachers greater control over the devices in
the classroom, and lower total cost of
ownership.
Technology giants Apple, Google and
Microsoft are not standing still either.
Each has announced plans to place even
greater focus on the education sector in
upcoming versions of the tablet platforms. Given the range of different tablet options available, each with assorted
benefits and limitations, it is important
that decision-makers understand each
platform, each device, its key features,
and how it can be used within the school
environment.
Responsible Choice

Tablet computers undoubtedly have a
place in education, and more specifically
in the classroom. However, careful consideration must be given to the use, content, manageability, security and integration of the devices in the classroom. An
informed choice will benefit educators
and students, and set the stage for true
21st century education.
Author: Bevil Wooding

Mr. Wooding is the founder and Executive Director of BrightPath Foundation. He is a Global Director and the
Chief Knowledge Officer of Congress
WBN. He is responsible for the technology-based systems and initiatives across
C-WBN’s global operations. He is also
involved in numerous technology outreach and nations development initiatives
and regularly facilitates regional and international seminars on technology, innovation, entrepreneurship and Internet
governance as a catalyst for economic and
social transformation.
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Climate Change and Our Way of Life

In the last article, we looked at issues
such as the difference between weather
and climate, the importance of studying climate change and briefly, we linked
climate change to the fact that the earth
is getting warmer. We noted that global
warming is the term used to describe the
earth’s warming surface. In this article, we
will, among other things, find out some
reasons why the earth is getting warmer,
introduce the concept of ozone depletion
and how it features in climate change and
outline scientific evidence that points to
climate change.
Why is the earth getting warmer?

There are two ways that the earth’s surface becomes warm. One is natural; the
other is through human activity. When
the sun shines, some of its heat is reflected back into space. That heat is trapped
in the atmosphere. The trapped heat allows for the earth’s surface to remain at
a temperature that is bearable for human
beings to live comfortably. That is the
natural way in which the sun’s heat warms
the earth.
On the other hand, there are several
activities that we undertake daily that
contribute to the earth’s surface becoming warmer. For example, we use petrol
in aeroplanes, vehicles, ships and other
forms of transportation. We also use
propane or liquid gas to cook, bake our
foods, and for other functions. The bigger the country in terms of its population, the more petrol or fuel is used to
satisfy the needs of the population.
Quite a lot of fuel is also used in factories all over the world for the production
of goods and services. Fossil fuel is the
scientific term used to describe oil, gas,
and coal.
When we burn fossil fuels for electricity, heating, and transportation,
we cause the release of carbon dioxide
(CO2) into the atmosphere. As carbon
4
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dioxide is released into the atmosphere,
it results in the formation of greenhouse
gases.
Greenhouse gases act as a ‘blanket’ or
trap that prevents the heat from escaping to space normally and this is why the
heat builds up and the earths warms up.
This effect is often called ‘global warming’ but it is better to think of it as ‘climate change’ because it is likely to bring
about more extreme events – floods,
storms, cyclones, droughts and landslips
– rather than an increase in temperature
alone.
What is the connection between
global warming and ozone depletion?
People often confuse climate change
and ozone depletion. They are two different phenomena, though there is a
link.
The ozone layer is a layer in the earth’s
upper atmosphere that contains a high
concentration of ozone, a gas which absorbs most of the ultraviolet radiation
reaching the earth from the sun that
could otherwise prove deadly to people,
animals, and plants.
The ozone layer occurs in the upper
atmosphere or stratosphere. Human activities began producing ozone depleting
substances in the latter part of the 20th
century. These chemicals were widely used
in refrigerators, air conditioners, fire extinguishers and electronic equipment,
as solvents for cleaning (including dry
cleaning) and as agricultural fumigants.
The degree of ozone depletion varies
by region, with minimal depletion having occurred in the tropics and the most
pronounced ozone depletion occurring in
Antarctica.
Climate change is caused by increases
in the amount of greenhouse gases in the
troposphere or lower atmosphere. Some
of these greenhouse gases are natural and
some occur as a by-product of human
activity, such as farming and industrial
production.

Both of these have been observed globally and are international issues. The
linkages and differences are as follows:
1. Temperatures and winds in the stratosphere influence ozone concentrations. These conditions are expected
to change as a result of global warming and therefore climate change may
affect ozone recovery. The level of
change will vary by region and may aid
ozone recovery in some areas and slow
it in others.
2. Ozone itself is a greenhouse gas and,
notably, most ozone depleting substances are potent greenhouse gases
(e.g. compounds of chlorine, fluorine and carbon called chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), halons and hydro
chlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs). Thus,
most ozone-depleting substances can
contribute to global warming and
climate change. Indeed, some introduced substitutes for ozone depleting
substances are also potent greenhouse
gases. We therefore need to make sure
that when we cut out products that
harm the ozone layer, we aren’t just
worsening the problem of climate
change.
Thus, greenhouse gases that lead to
global warming and climate change do
not cause ozone depletion, although
climatic factors (winds, temperature)
can impact the ozone layer as explained
above. Some ozone depleting substances,
on the other hand, are potent greenhouse
gases that cause global warming and climate change.

Evidence of Climate Change

Earth-orbiting satellites and other
technological advances have enabled
NASA scientists to see the big picture,
collecting lots of information about
our planet and its climate on a global
scale. Studying these climate data collected over many years has revealed the
signals of a changing climate. Among
them:
• Higher temperatures-Rising temperatures are warming ocean waters,
which expand as the temperature increases.
• Melting ice-land ice-glaciers, ice
caps, and ice sheets-shrinking at
a faster rate in response to rising
temperatures, adding water to the
world’s oceans.
• Shoreline erosion and degradationRising sea levels allow waves to penetrate further inland, even during
calm conditions, increasing the potential for erosion.
• Amplified storm surges-Coastal
storms often cause storm surges,
which occur when high winds push
water inland. With rising seas, storm
surges occur on top of an elevated
water level and reach farther inland.
• Permanent inundation-Many lowlying coastal land areas are expected
to be gradually submerged by rising
sea levels.
In the next edition, we will, among
other things, take a look at evidence of
a changing climate in Saint Lucia and
why climate change matters to all of us.

Test Taking

I

T IS TEST TAKING SEASON
and every student will be required
to take a test at the end of the
term. Major tests include Minimum Standard, Common Entrance,
CSEC, GCE/CAPE or just examinations for promotion to another grade.
It is therefore important that you learn
how to properly manage your studies
and to take a test which will give you
the greatest advantage for success. Below are some test taking tips which, if
you are mindful of them, will give you
the advantage you need.
You need to study regularly as this is
the key factor in academic success. Be
prepared by ensuring that you develop a
study time table and strategies that will
help you remember what you have studied. Manage your stress!
Read all test directions and follow
them very carefully. Examine the entire
test to see how much you have to do
and manage your time wisely. Do what
you know best first and spend the most
time on questions which carry the most
points. Wise planning of time will al-

low you to come back to items which
you have left because they were a little
challenging at first. Leave time at the
end of the test to review the entire test
to ensure that you have done what you
were asked to do in the test and that
you have answered all the questions you
were required to do.
What is expected of you when you
are asked to:
1. DEFINE/STATE: short direct answer (phrase or one sentence);
2. EXPLAIN: Discuss in as much detail
as you can;
3. DESCRIBE: use your senses to bring
out meaning;
4. EVALUATE: Pass judgement, criticize, assess, appraise, rate, reject/
approve;
5: EXAMINE: inspect, look closely at,
argue, justify;
6. ANALYSE: consider in detail in
order to discover essential features.
Show comparisons, contrasts, trends,
majority, minority, ratios, percentages, draw conclusions and make inferences. Good Luck!
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Saint Lucia National Youth Council
A Young People’s Thing
What makes the NYC unique is that it
is made up of youth and it is run entirely
by young people. Hence, according to the
words of its current President, Mr. Timothy Ferdinand, “…An NYC is only as vibrant and relevant as the youth who run it,
and is defined according to the nature and
mentality of young people at particular
points in time…”
Young people must know that the NYC
is an organization that belongs to them. It
is their personal space and a public place,
where every adolescent can roam freely
among companions of like-minds and
similar interests. NYC is a birthing place
for lifelong friendships and life-building
experiences. It is a vast arena of networks
for career minded individuals, and it represents a territory of limitless possibilities for youth who muster the courage to
enter. With an open door policy, youth
with initiative and a desire to participate
in meaningful activity for self, community
and country development are welcome to
enter and serve.
Nature of Our Activities
Our activities range from recreation to
the board room. NYC engages youth at
all levels through sports, outings, camps,
workshops, seminars, conferences, intellectual competitions, online forums, mass media (radio, television), travel and block rap
sessions within communities. We encourage
the formation of clubs and interest groups
in every community and at all schools.
NYC also engages other organizations and
government through constant meetings,
negotiations, consultations, national observances and celebrations, ensuring that
the strands of vitality and the presence of
youthful minds are in every necessary place.
6
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National Youth Council Executive Members (2012 - Current)

Timothy Ferdinand
President

Tevin Shepherd
Vice President

Lavorne Verdant
1st Vice President

Wendell Bertrande
General Secretary

Dianthea Justin
Asst General Secretary

Geena Mc Phee
PRO

Shanelle Mc Vane
Fulgence
Treasurer

Karen Scott-Mortely
Admin Officer

Princess Joseph
NSC President

Happening now
Oh yes! There is still time to jump onto
our current initiatives and activities:

• National Debate Competition

and National Independence Youth
Debate - The NYC has partnered

with the National Lotteries Authority
(NLA) to deliver island wide debate
competitions. The debates are among
District Youth and Sports Councils

(DYSCs) and the topics range from issues of Marijuana decriminalization,
teenagers and contraceptives, anti-gang
legislation and other emerging national
issues. Keep a look out on our facebook
page for the dates and venues if you are
interested or call our office anytime.

• National Students Conference/
Lucia Leaders Summit - Student
Councils meet to elect their executive

NYC Camp Kalinago

Lucian Leaders Summit 2013

National Students Council

NYC Parliamentary Debate 2014

NYC Scorpion Island Lime

on November 15th and 16th every year
during a massive student conference
involving all secondary and tertiary
schools. Schools must nominate their
candidate and vote for a team of persons
to drive the education advocacy agenda
on behalf of all St. Lucian Students.

3 NYC Boat Rides
3 NYC General Council retreats
3 Training Workshops
3 Community Sports
3 Camps
• Youth Commission on Crime
(Join the fight today)

mit - NYC leaders across the Carib-

Our Current thrust
• Technology-based initiatives: Exposing youth to the vast world of technology and science, and creating tools
to solve Caribbean-based problems
• St. Lucia Youth Advocacy Alliance formation: All youth agencies, groups and
organizations are joining forces on Advocacy- is your organization on board?

• Caribbean Regional Youth Sum-

bean met in St. Lucia on December 5th
and 6th to elect a Caribbean Regional
Youth Council. Applications to sit on
5 regional committees are now open.

Other activities:

3 NYC Independence Sankofa!
3 NYC Independence Debate/Youth
Parliament

Future Shapes

•

National Volunteers Program: in addition to the current National Volunteer program, initiated by the office of the Prime Minister, NYC
is making a call for youth who are
ready to take volunteerism and its
benefits to the next level. We want
to develop and run the best organizational model for volunteerism in
the Caribbean. Raise your hands now.
• Infrastructural Development (St. Lucian Youth having their own space and
property).
More details coming up in the next issue of What’s Next!!!! What’s next??? Your
Hands on Deck!!
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First Citizens Hosts Financial Advice Forum

I

t was standing room only at the second annual First Citizens Youth Investment Seminar at Bay Gardens
Hotel on Tuesday April 22nd 2014.
Before the event, scores of excited young
persons between the ages of 18 and 35
registered for the opportunity to learn “the
five best financial moves to make in your
20s & 30s” from the equally youthful and
energetic First Citizens Investment Services
team.
For the first time, the event was included
as part of the official activities for Youth
Month which is celebrated in April and
received the endorsement of the Ministry
for Youth Development. Partners for the
event included The Cell, Felly Belly, Choice
TV and YO! Magazine. The evening session began with complimentary Felly Belly
smoothies and a spin the wheel game with
prizes from First Citizens.
During the welcome remarks, First Citizens Regional Manager Carole EleuthereJn Marie noted that the high level of interest in the seminar was evidence that young
people are concerned about how to effectively manage their finances.
Youth Development Programme Officer
Jim Xavier also spoke about the impor-

8
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tance of the message and hoped that First
Citizens would continue to host the event
annually during Youth Month.
Participants then got the opportunity
to hear the inspiring story of young entrepreneur Junior Ricardo Joseph, who is
the managing director of Beyond Limits
Construction Ltd. Joseph spoke of how his
entrepreneurial spirit led him to succeed
despite being from humble beginnings and
how he has had to adjust his life and make
choices that have resulted in the successful
and growing business he now operates.
The First Citizens team, Shaka St Ange,
Christine Charlemagne, Denise Lewis,
Nicole Mc Donald and Chad Auguste,
then delivered advice on five financial
moves for young people. The first focused
on Equity investing and ways to take advantage of investment opportunities on the
stock market. Effective budgeting was the
second tip discussed and the third piece of
useful financial advice the group received
was about managing debt. Then it was on
to preparing for the future with advice on
how to work towards acquiring your first
home and investing in your retirement.
Participants also received advice from
Felly Belly Manager Aida Azaire about

opening and marketing a successful business in today’s current economic climate.
The Ministry of Human Resource Development’s Priscilla Jeremie gave an informative presentation on education opportunities presented by the department.
The engaging and informative session
ended with a Question & Answer segment
followed by a grand prize draw of an HTC
status handset courtesy of The Cell which
was won by the lucky Kimar Louisy.
Speaking about the Youth Seminar,
First Citizens Admin & Marketing Officer,
Nicole Mc Donald noted that the interest of young people had been peaked from
the start.
“Young people definitely want the information in order to put it into practice
in their daily lives,” she said, “and judging
from the positive feedback we received today we will continue to use this as a vehicle
to give solid financial advice. We also plan
to take this seminar to the south of the island in order to give young persons in that
area the opportunity to hear this significant
financial message.”
First Citizens is also the host of the annual Budget Review Seminar and the Women and Investing Seminar.

What’s Next is pleased to present two interviews with two students who performed outstandingly in the
2013 external examinations. First there is Armanie Mathurin. Armanie is a beautiful young St. Lucian
lady who hails from the south of the island. She was recently named as the 2014 Island Scholar. The
other is Ravinja Mangal who topped the CSEC examinations with 15 subjects and with distinctions
too! Ravinja also hails from the south of the island. So, what do they have in common apart from
location? How do they contrasts each other? And what do they have that many do not?

A Sit Down With Island Scholar:

Armanie Mathurin

all, but I guess you could say it depends on
the fact that everybody’s different, like certain students are very good in the sciences
and some are good in business. So when you
find the field that you’re good at, it comes
easier to you. You don’t find yourself struggling to get by with the work. For example, most of my subjects called for a lot of
writing and reading, and since these come
naturally to me, I actually enjoyed doing my
assignments.”
In talking about resources and whether
she had all she needed growing up, Armanie
had this to say:
“I think, well to an extent I got the things
I needed for my education.When I started,
with secondary school, I got a scholarship
from the National Farmers’ Cooperative.
That got me through the five years in secondary school, and after successfully graduating, they actually helped me out again.
I took up a summer job for two months
along with other short term jobs, and actually used these monies to get books and
tuition fees for A-Level as well as to support
my own self. And the good thing about it
is having people behind you, especially my
teachers that were always very supportive. I
think in that school, we were so closely knit
and everybody looked out for each other.”
“I think if you want something you have
to push for it. It’s not a matter of sitting
down there and expecting things to come to
you, because that will not happen. So you
actually have to go out there and get the
right links, get to know the right people to
achieve what you’re looking for.”
Amarnie totally disagreed with the notion that if a child has all that he/she needs,
or blessed with rich parents then they are
bound to succeed. She had this to say:
“I don’t think it’s always about what you
have but what you learn to do with what
you have. So it’s not necessarily about your
parents having money, because there are a

lot of students who actually have these resources and they don’t make the most of it.
And there are those on the other hand who
struggle but they actually make the most of
their situation”.
Now, Armanie is currently working on
pursuing her studies in Global Affairs and
Film. From her perspective this passion is
still connected to her dream of being a writer. The point of her story is that, achieving
a life goal never happens by accident. You
must have an eye for linkages that are necessary along the way.
t

S

he is currently employed as a
passenger service agent at the
Hewanorra International Airport.
Prior to entering the workforce,
she attended the Vieux Fort Comprehensive School A-Level Department where she
studied Spanish, Literature, History and
General Paper. Earlier, at the Vieux Fort
Comprehensive Secondary School she studied Literature, French, Spanish, History, Social Studies, English, Mathematics, Biology
and Human and Social Biology (9 subjects).
So I enquired, How did you go about selecting your subjects?
In her own confident words, she replied,
“I specialised in the Arts, since I’m passionate about public speaking” “I think there
was no other choice for me actually, because
these are the subjects that just came naturally to me. I didn’t have to really struggle to
get the grades in class. It felt like something
I had to do because it was who I was”.
Is it that you had already discovered
yourself and who/what you wanted to be?
“Yes, I always knew that I wanted to write
and I always knew that I wanted to learn
different languages so it was just natural
when the time came. In Secondary School
I had done a lot of writing and languages,
so I continued with History and Spanish”.
So how well did you do at A-Level?
“Well at A level I actually got 4 As, I
actually surprised myself.... when I got into
A-level, I kept saying, you know- my goal
was 4 As and people told me you know, it’s
not easy for these things to happen. I was a
little bit discouraged, but then my teachers
kept encouraging me. And when I got my
results, I was so shocked to actually see the
4 A’s on paper.”
So would you say that getting these 4 A’s
took a lot of sacrifice, or are you a natural
genius?
“I wouldn’t call myself a genius first of
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A Sit Down With Island Scholar:

Armanie Mathurin

Ravinja Mangal
talks to What’s Next

H

alise that you have to make the effort to
put something in your community, so my
class mates and I decided to actually take
the initiative to form that group in Vieux
Fort”.
So to all these young people out there
who are not engaged (unemployed and idle)
how would you encourage them to pass
their time, what would you encourage them
to do?
“Well I would say that there are groups
for everything. Like I said there’s our dancing group, there’s modelling, there’s community based groups and environmental
groups etc., but sometimes what you’re
looking for is not always there- which was
our case- and I think people need to realise that it’s not always about a big movement, for example if you’re interested in
the culinary arts and there is nothing like
that in your community, you could find
probably even two other persons and you

all can come together and have your little
competitions among yourselves. It’s a matter of using the resources even if they’re
limited and trying to create that environment that you want for yourself. And it
will grow eventually; it’s a small step in the
beginning.”
How has the National Youth Council
impacted you?
“Oh I really wanted to mention this. Activities especially like Youth Parliament, I
would also encourage young people to take
part, because I participated last year and I
found it was …it actually changed so many
things about me. It changed the way I speak,
it changed the way I approach an argument,
it’s something I find a lot of young people,
if given the opportunity, and probably not
even necessarily at a national level, but if
you can get into school community debates,
it’s a wonderful thing to develop you as a
student, and as a person.”

e seems quite reserved and timid, but under that persona, he
is resolute in the pursuit of his
dreams!
“My name is Ravinja Richard Mangal”,
he started, “and I am a student of Sir Arthur
Lewis community college. Currently, I am
studying Pure Maths, Physics, Chemistry and
Communications Studies. As a child growing
up as far as I can recall, my first Christmas gift
was a toy concourse- an airplane, so that kind
of got me interested in aeronautics.”
Ravinja is also currently enrolled at the
General Aviations-Caribbean Academy. Three
to four times a week, he takes flight lessons
there, because he has serious intentions of
becoming an aeronautics engineer. Going to
flight lessons to him is seen as a jumpstart to
the career of his dreams.
So what propelled you to do 15 subjects for
CXC?
“At secondary school, which was Saint
Mary’s College, I did fifteen (15) subjects,
namely, Science, Maths, English, English A,
Additional Maths, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Social Studies, Geography, Information
Technology, Electrical Technology, Human
and Social Biology and Integrated Science.
Looking back at the trend at SMC one would
realized that this College has been setting targets, even the year before I entered the school,
one student did twelve subjects, I know of a
few more who set targets, for example Jarnikae
Wilson who did 13, Nadge did 14 and so I
did 15.”
“Well Mr. Seon the principal, kind of imposes it on us. But I was not really pushed nor
was I forced to do it. I never thought that I
would gain or accomplished so much but Mr.
Seon saw it best for me, because like from
Form two I started writing subjects and later
on I did fifteen subjects in just one seating.”
Tell us about your environment growing up
and how that contributed?
“Well I grew up in a house where my parents were both teachers. My mom taught Type
Writing and my dad taught Physics, Chemistry and Mechanics, so I was brought up in a
learning environment, and in addition to that
I took part in the national science fair in grade
4, so that too contributed. I went to the Plain

View Combined School, and my dad taught
at Campus B which isn’t too far off, so my
dad would sometimes bring me along with
him to the Physics lab after school.”
Listening to him, or hearing that his
parents were both teachers, and on top of
that, the only child, one may be tempted
to think“mate had it all…..his parents had
money…..that’s why!”.
But quite fittingly, he said,“Being the
only child, my parents did their best to
provide what I needed for my learning.
However persons in the community also
contributed to that because at a tender age
some persons saw that I had some promise and so assisted whenever and wherever
they could have …..So, whenever I needed
assistance from someone, they would not
hesitate, because they saw potential in me.
When I needed help for my Communications SBA, I went to a Sociology teacher
named Mr. Maitre, and when my dad offered to pay him he refused to accept payment saying,“I can’t charge you because I
see this as national service.”
So name two of your role models?
“The persons in all of this who motivated me and not just motivated me, but
they are my role models are two scientists
after whom I was named: Satyendra Bose an
Indian physicist and Richard Feynman who
did work in quantum physics ….I admire
them. “
Mr. Ravinja didn’t see himself as a genius, As a matter of a fact he quickly admitted that there were other young and more
intelligent persons out there, even his own
SALCC colleagues.
“I will not say I’m a genius, because there
are a lot of students here who are smarter
than I am”.
So what about sacrifices as a young student?
“I had to make a lot of sacrifices like,
stop going to music lessons, discontinuing
tennis for a while so that gave me the extra
time to stay home reviewing past papers, and
reading. So what really pushed me was self
determination”.
“You don’t want to waste your time, go
to lessons or something and when results
come out in mid-August, you have a Grade
3 or something and then you regret that if
only you could have missed the cinema and
revised this chapter or something ……so
you want to avoid that guilt…..so I guess it’s
a sense of fear that propels you…….to do
well or pick up the book.”
t

“These things don’t just happen because
I can remember from preschool, I was always that student who stood up wanting to
help others. Through that, I learned to understand myself even from a very young age.
And, on top of that, it comes from actually
having a goal in the first place. A lot of people go to school just for the sake of going to
school or because they are forced to, but I
think for those who are successful, some of
us, we go to school because we understand
that we grow up not having everything we
want and we understand that at a later date,
‘… I want to achieve this, or I want to have
that, and I want to see myself become a certain person… ‘, so you work towards what
you want to see yourself become. Therefore
education is very important for us”
So let’s talk about life…you know your
world so, tell us what happens in it?
“I think what most people know me for
is modelling. Although I always say I’m not
a model I’m a writer. I think especially
because of social networks, I’m kind of a
popular face around with modelling. But
quite apart from that, I work with a group
in Vieux Fort; it’s called Envogue Talent
Agency. Envogue has been in existence for
almost a year now. We specialise in modelling and dancing but we also try to do more
than that. We try to get young people who
have the potential and teach them to make
something out of their talent. Teach them
how to use their talent to effect change in
the community etc.”
“Besides that I’m also the president of
the St. Lucia National Trust- Southern
Youth Group. We started about two years
ago. Again, we try to encourage young people to learn what they can put their abilities to. We focus on cultural activities, for
example we have an independence lecture in
February, we have creole activities, we have
creole cooking competitions etc.”
“My inspiration for joining the National
Trust was out of the love for history. I have
always been fascinated by the history of
Saint Lucia, especially things like slavery.
But starting the group had to take initiative.
In speaking to a teacher of mine who is a
counsellor on the National Trust, she mentioned to us that there was a youth group
in the north, so she encouraged us to try to
form that link with them and bring some of
the activities to the south.
Some people sometimes complain that
everything is in Castries but they don’t re-
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Ravinja Mangal
talks to What’s Next
Ravinja went on to speak on the issue of
academically vs technically inclined students;
he had actually explored the notion in his
Communication Studies project. He shared
the view of his Sociology teacher that there is
need to move beyond the traditional grammar
school curriculum because everybody learns
differently.
He said… “people are born with different talents, so we should branch out from
the grammar curriculum to a broader curriculum built on technical vocational education, because not everybody has the same capacity. Maths might not intrigue everybody,
because for instance there are students who
come out of secondary school who did not
pass Maths and English, but you give them a
radio or a broken chair and they can fix it. So
the issue on whether you should pass Maths
and English to further your education is a
bit iffy for me. I certainly don’t believe that
Maths and English are fundamentals. You
can make a living out of the innate skills
that you have.”
So do you agree that the problem is with the
education system?
“When I did Electricity as a technical subject ….what happened was that 40% of that
overall grade was based on the practical aspect
and 60% would come from the theory….I believe that if you’re going to offer a subject and
label the subject as a technical proficiency subject, I believe that the practical aspect should
not be the minority of your grade……At
the CSEC level, the examination board, labels
these subjects as technical subjects but they are
not treated that way……so I believe the practical aspect should be given more weight”.
“When you look at the way things are, it is
as if out of all 23 Secondary Schools on the island, only the top 10 schools have a meaningfully effective curriculum apart from the CXC
curriculum delivered at forms 4 and 5”.
“You can’t have a Secondary School with no
students passing Maths. This basically tells us
you that these aren’t just Secondary Schools;
they’re just holding cells for fulfilling the purpose of universal secondary education”.
He went on to agree that this is where students and the Student Councils should have
a role to play in education. Students are supposed to give feedback to teachers and school
administrators regarding the delivery and shaping of curriculum.
12
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So Ravinja. Let’s Focus on life?
“Oh my life is pretty boring……………”
(Laughs) Well let’s talk about values, which do
not come from or is not necessarily taught at
school etc”.
“First of all I believe that religion has
played an important role in my life, I was
brought up in a household where I prayed
2-3 times a day. I actually live in the south
of the island, but moved to Castries nearer
to the Sir Arthur Lewis Community College,
which I currently attend. For 5 years I travelled up and down to SMC, which took quite
a toll, so it’s not that I moved out from home,
but mainly a choice to benefit my studies.
And my parents still support me fully.”
At school, he was the President of the
SMC Young Leaders group.
“Our biggest achievement was that our
group came second in that year. Our main
mandate was to encourage social good to fellow students and the wider community. We did
a water project that particular year, where we
tested the water quality at the school. We also
brought a St. Lucian biologist from Barbados.
We went around the island collecting water
samples from standpipes around the island and
took it for testing in Barbados …..We placed
water filters around the school and gave away
free water to the students.”
So what about patriotism and contribution
to national development?
“I intend to come back home after I have
obtained my degree. After attending a Science
summer camp, I was convinced of my obligation to come back to our region, it may not
be St. Lucia but anywhere in the region. More
recently, I was told by a professor at UWI St.
Augustine, you don’t need to actually be in
your country to make contributions to your
country. Because for example if you study
something like Nano-Science, there may not
even be jobs in your country related to you
field of study. However; what some people
have failed to realize is that there is something
called “pioneering” in industry, so if you’re
qualified in a particular field, you can come
back and pioneer something or a business and
actually be a monopoly in your country/region and be profitable, so that’s why I see it as
a good reason to come back”.
“My encouragement to other young people
out there wishing to be successful in life is;
keep trying. Prayer is very important. Associ-

ate yourself with good friends. The sacrifice
is always worth it at the end. I would like to
quote Ronaldo our most recent student of the
year and valedictorian‘…”our greatest glory is
not in never failing, but in rising every time
you fall”……so it’s ok to fail but the important thing is recovering from those failures,
so just seek that glory and that will be your
motivation”.

Use of Technology And The Law Today
- By Andie George -

T

oday, computers are being
used on a daily basis to help
young persons with school
work, their researching skills,
and interaction to name a few. It allows
them to keep abreast with up to date
events taking place globally with a click
of a button. Technology can also be
attributed to an increase in vocabulary
among young persons and expanding
their knowledge on a variety of topics.
It also allows them the use of social networks, offering them the ability to interact with others across the globe. The
average teen uses many forms of social
media e.g. facebook, twitter and instagram. However, the use of technology
whilst having all these positive attributes
may also be used by some in negative
ways such as to embarrass, harass, or
threaten their peers. This Article is an
attempt to enlighten the youth as to the
approach the law has taken in respect to
the negative use of technology and the
law in Saint Lucia which protects against
wrongful use of technology.
The Computer Misuse Act 2011
is designed to protect computer users against willful attacks and theft of
information. Offences under the Act
include hacking, unauthorized access
to computer systems and purposefully spreading malicious and damaging software (malware), such as viruses.
The Act also focuses on indecent and

inappropriate photographs of children
through computer systems. This article seeks to enlighten young persons on
three of those sections contained within the legislation.

Unauthorized access to
computer data
Section 5 of the Act prohibits unauthorized access to computer data
and states that anyone who commits
an offence under this section may be
sentenced with a fine not exceeding ten
thousand dollars or to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding three months,
or to both.

Malicious communications
Section 15 addresses malicious communications and states that a person
shall not use a computer to send a message, letter, electronic communication
or article of any description that (a)
is indecent or obscene; (b) constitutes
a threat; or (c) is menacing in character, with the intention to cause or being
reckless as to whether he or she causes
annoyance, inconvenience, distress or
anxiety to the recipient or to any other
person to whom he or she intends it or
its contents to be communicated.
Subsection (2) states that a person
who contravenes the above commits
an offence and is liable on summary

conviction to a fine not exceeding ten
thousand dollars or to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding three months
or both and in the case of a subsequent
conviction, to a fine not exceeding twenty thousand dollars or to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding six months or
both.

Indecent photographs
of children
Section 14 prohibits the taking or
permitting to be taken, distributing,
possessing, showing, publishing any
indecent photograph or pseudo-photograph of a child unless it is done for
a bona fide research, medical or legal
reasons.
A person who contravenes this section commits an offence and is liable
on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding fifty thousand dollars or to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding
eighteen months or both and in the case
of a subsequent conviction, to a fine
not exceeding one hundred thousand
dollars or to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding three years or both.
In conclusion, I would like to encourage young persons to use technology wisely and appropriately. Computers
have become a staple in our lives but its
misuse can have the effect of determining the course of our lives.
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Vision
A unified network and voice of empowered Caribbean Youth, with equal access to opportunities - working together
to lead the regional development agenda
Mission:
The Caribbean Regional Youth Council is a strategic youth governance and advocacy movement with one voice working
towards regional representation, integration and cooperation as a platform for
youth development
Main Goals
• Improved participation, representation, and advocacy
• Strengthened youth networks
Main Objectives by end of 2016
• Support all national youth bodies
in developing and implementing a
national youth advocacy agenda
14
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• Advocate for youth representation and
active participation at major national,
regional and international decision
making platforms
• Build and implement a regional strategy for youth human rights awareness
and education
• Support National Youth Networks in
creating a model for genuine adolescent and youth participation
• Support at least 5 countries in establishing/strengthening their National
Youth Councils
• Facilitate and provide opportunities
for young people to meet, exchange
ideas and share best practices
• Act as a central point of contact and
representation for all national/youth
networks
Brief History
Fifteen (15) youth delegates repre-

senting twelve (12) countries gathered
at the 3rd Caribbean Youth Leaders Summit held in Gros Islet, Saint
Lucia from the 4th – 6th December,
2013. This summit followed calls from
youth delegates at the previous Caribbean Youth Leaders Summits held in
Barbados (2011) and Jamaica (2012),
to establish the Caribbean Regional
Youth Council, commonly referred to
as “CRYC”.
The 3rd Caribbean Youth Leaders
Summit, held in Saint Lucia and facilitated by the Commonwealth Youth Programme (CYP), provided a space for
Delegates of National Youth Governance
Platforms to sign and ratify the CRYC’s
Constitution establishing the CRYC as a
strategic youth governance and advocacy
movement with one voice working towards regional representation, integration
and cooperation.

The Commonwealth Youth Program
2014 and Beyond
To date, the CRYC Executive has (CYP) has contributed immensely, both
been working assiduously to set its ad- financially and technically to youth orministrative wheels in motion. The ex- ganisations of the region and remains a
ecutive meets twice monthly through partner.
Serving as a nexus for NYCs of the
virtual means and is committed to
Caribbean,
the CRYC seeks to establish
building a platform of relationship and
itself
as
a
reliable
partner to all agengenuine commitment. Its first face to
face meeting for 2014 took place on cies in the youth development sector
31st January to 2nd February in Geor- including member governments and
getown Guyana and was financed by international organisations which are
the Commonwealth Youth Programme willing to support its work of advocacy,
representation and positive engagement
Caribbean Centre.
This meeting generated action plans of youth.
and a program of activity for 2014, focusRegional and Global Positioning
ing on its core functional areas of Policy
At the level of the Commonwealth the & Advocacy, Membership, Partnerships,
CRYC is positioned as a regional entity Resource Mobilisation, Education &
Training, Communication & Information
serving the Caribbean.
The CRYC maintains its voice on the Partnerships for success.
The CRYC recognises the urgent need
Commonwealth Youth Council (CYC)
through a regional representative elected for forming and maintaining effective
biennially according to the CYC Consti- and beneficial partnerships with regional
tution at its general assembly. The CRYC organisations that are capable of providis proud to be the guardian of the voice ing financial and technical support such Caribbean Regional Youth Council (CRYC)
of Caribbean youth at the largest glo- as CARICOM, OECS, USAID, CIDA, c/o St. Lucia National Youth Council
bal youth network, the Commonwealth CDB, UNDP, UNESCO, CUSO, and P.O. Box 1857, Castries, St. Lucia
Caribbean Universities among others. Email: info.cryc@gmail.com
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Composition
The Caribbean Youth Council is made
up primarily of National Youth Councils
across the Caribbean. Where NYCs do
not exist, membership is through a recognised national youth organisation eg.
Youth Parliament. The regional executive
comprises six members as follows:
 Chairperson, Vice Chair for Resource
Mobilisation, Vice Chair for Policy &
Advocacy, Vice Chair for Membership
& Partnerships, Board Member for Education & Training and Board Member
for Communication and Information.
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Two participants namely Kelvin W. Antoine and Tabitha Fontenelle represented St. Lucia National
Youth Council in the study visit and training course in Tenerife, Spain. As a continuation of the
project St. Lucia National Youth Council is hosting Ms. Katarina Kohutova from Malta, who will be job
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Making Fishers of Men

T

he Department of Fisheries, through the assistance
of the Japanese International
Cooperation Agency (JICA)
continues to develop modern fishing infrastructure around the island. In addition the government of Saint Lucia has
encouraged the expansion and modernization of the fishing fleet, improvement
in fishing gear and a general expansion
in offshore fish harvesting through the
development of the Fish Aggregating
Device (FAD) Programme. Despite these
developments, sustainable fish management and optimal resource exploitation is
still of major concern.
At present many fishers are resistant
to change and they are often unwilling or
unable to adapt to and to adopt modern
fishing technology. An Analysis of a Survey of Fishers for the establishment of a
Pension Scheme carried out by the NIC
indicated that 43% of fishers are between
16
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15 - 40 years, 39% between 41 - 60 years
and 18 % are over the age of 60. The average age of fishers is 45 years with 55%
of fishers above the middle age.
These statistics reveal that within the
next twenty years, approximately 57%
of fishers would have reached retirement
age. Therefore the need to attract and adequately equip new entrants is critical for
the future sustainability and survival of
the fishing industry.
A project to attract, train and sensitize
a cadre of scientific minded young fishers
into the industry and to develop the existing fishing community through training
in modern and efficient methods of fishing is being undertaken by the Department of Fisheries.
A series of training workshops, specifically targeting young school leavers
who are interested in fishing as well as
current fishers without formal fisheries
training are being held annually. The

programmes are being administered within
fishing Communities island-wide namely;
Gros Islet, Castries, Anse la Raye, Canaries,
Soufriere, Choiseul, Laborie, Vieux Fort,
Micoud and Dennery. Five to ten individuals from each community participate in the
sessions based on their geographical place
of residence. Through the project participants are able to:
• Develop and improve tangible
skills relevant to the fisheries
sector
• Engage in more effective
partnership with the Department
of Fisheries;
• Be more receptive to modern
scientific research findings;
• Better assist in the overall
planning for the fisheries sector;
• Operate within a more
sustainable fisheries sector and
• Contribute to the nation’s food
security and sovereignty goals.

Approximately sixty (60) participants
are exposed to a range of theoretical and
practical training in aspects of innovative sustainable fisheries annually. The
Department of Fisheries adopts an integrated approach for the training to ensure that participants develop into wellrounded fishers. It is expected that upon
completion, this cadre of disciplined and
skilled fishers will ensure the development of a sustainable fishing industry.
The training will comprise
areas such as:
1. Formal training in various aspects
of Fisheries Management, Fishing
Technologies, Safety at Sea including
swimming, Navigation, Communication, Engine Maintenance, Business/
Financial Management.
2. Practical training sessions in various
aspects of fishing, gear/methods,

fish handling and Fish Aggregating
Devices (FADs) construction, deployment and maintenance. The practical
knowledge and skills acquired will enable the participants to conduct fishing activities in accordance with the
FAO Code of Conduct for responsible fishing which ensures the sustainability of fishery resources.
3. Introduction to experimental fishing
techniques will be done to encourage
participants to engage in new fishing
methods and target unexploited resources, for example Diamond back
squid harvesting.
	  Exposure to this level of training
will improve their management and
professional skills, thus, developing
them into well-rounded business oriented entrepreneurs.
The programme has so far allowed for
tremendous socio-economic and tangi-

ble benefits to the local economy and to
fishing households. Fishers have become
more entrepreneurial and better able to
meet financial obligations relating to their
livelihoods. Their investments have increase, recognising the potential that exists
for sustainable livelihoods. A better collaborative environment now exists between
fishers and the Department of Fisheries
and co-operation among fishers through
training activities have been enhanced with
better skilled and innovative fishers in the
industry. Sustainability in the use of fisheries resources have also improved.
The dependency on near-shore resources have been lowered as fishers are
now equipped to focus offshore.
The Saint Lucia Marine Police Unit,
the Soufriere Marine Management Authority and the various fishers’ cooperatives have come onboard, contributing
towards the success of the programme.
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CXC Launches New Generation CAPE Subjects

T

he Caribbean Examinations
Council (CXC) will launch
five new-generation subjects
for the Caribbean Advanced
Proficiency Examination (CAPE) during
the month of May 2014.
The five new CAPE subjects for teaching
in September 2014 and first examination
in 2015 are Agricultural Science,
Entrepreneurship, Performing Arts, Physical
Education and Sport, and Tourism.
The five subjects will be launched in five
CXC Participating Countries with each
event having a specific subject theme. The
first launch took place on Friday, 9th May
in Barbados and the theme for the event in
Barbados is Tourism. It was hosted at the
Accra Beach Resort and started at 10:00 am.
Guyana hosted the launch with the
Agricultural Science theme on Monday,
12th May at the Theatre Guild in
Georgetown at 10:00 am.
On Thursday 15th May, the launch
continued at the Trinidad and Tobago
Chamber of Industry and Commerce
Headquarters, Westmoorings, Port of
Spain. The theme in Trinidad and Tobago
is Entrepreneurship and the event started at
8:30 am.
St Lucia hosted the launch which focusesd
on the Performing Arts on Friday 16th May
at the Sir Arthur Lewis Community College
(SALCC) at 10:00 am.
The final launch took place in Jamaica
on Tuesday 20th May with Physical
Education and Sport as the theme. The
event took place at The Knutsford Court
Hotel in Kingston at 10:00 am.
CXC is partnering with various
stakeholders to host the different events.
These include the Caribbean Tourism
Organisation (CTO), the Trinidad
and Tobago Chamber of Industry and
Commerce, the Cultural Development
Foundation (CDF) of St Lucia, the
Caribbean Agricultural Research and
Development Institute (CARDI) and
various tertiary institutions in Jamaica.
“This step is a giant leap toward
providing our youth with the knowledge,
the confidence and insights needed to
18
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change the quality of the experience we sell.
Thousands of tourism frontline workers
who are in positions to make or break this
industry will now have an opportunity to
get a tertiary education. For them a CXC
certificate, or just the knowledge gained
while studying for that certificate, could be
an absolute game-changer,” Mr Hugh Riley,
Secretary General of the CTO said about
the introduction of Tourism at CAPE.
Several Ministers of Governments, Mr
Glenroy Cumberbatch, Acting Registrar

of CXC, representatives from stakeholder
organisations and CXC resource persons
spoke at the launch events.
The introduction of the five new
subjects follows the launch of Digital
Media in September 2013. This now
brings the total number of subjects
offered at CAPE to 30.
For further information, please contact
Cleveland Sam, Public Information
Officer at (246) 227 1892 or via e-mail
at CSam@cxc.org.

NATIONAL YOUTH AWARDEES

2014

• Outstanding Youth in Performing Arts
Ms. Curmiah St. Catherine

• Outstanding Youth in Literary Arts
Ms. Curmiah St. Catherine

• Outstanding Youth in Visual Arts
Mr. Ted Sandiford

• Outstanding Youth in Innovation and
Technology

• Outstanding Youth Organisation
CYEN

• Outstanding Students’ Council
Choiseul Secondary School

• Outstanding Religious Organisation
Canaries Youth for Christ

• Esteemed Volunteer Award (NYC)
Tobitha Fontenelle

Mr. Christus Gill

• Outstanding Professional in Youth
Work
Mr. Erland George

• Outstanding Youth in Media
Mr. Sant Justin

• Esteemed Award in Youth
Development
CYEN

• Esteemed Uniform Group Leader
Award
Daniel Nurse

• Outstanding Youth in
Entrepreneurship

• Esteemed Challenge Award
Ms. Lindy Shanice Marshal

Mr. Leslie Lazarus
Jn. Baptiste

• Outstanding Community
Achievement Award
Mr. Marius James

• Outstanding Youth in Social
Development

• Youth of Excellence Award  
(Youth of the Year)
Tevin Sheperd

• Youth and Sports Officer for the Year
Mr. Nyron Tyaliam

Mr. Kelvin Antoine

• Outstanding District Youth and Sports
Council
Micoud

• Lifetime Awardee
Mr. Nicholas Jn. Baptiste

BLUES

L

iving on a Caribbean island, the blue skies and seas serve
as tremendous therapy for our mind, body and soul. We
often take a swim along the shores. Some, more skillful and
brave may venture into deeper waters, perhaps to revel in its beauty
or simply to put something appetizing on the table. The deeper
one goes the darker it gets and the further away he is from his
comfort zone, land. The brave soul may find this exciting, fully
confident in his ability to rise again and return to base.
However, what if an inexperienced, fearful person somehow
walking to close to the edge of the jetty fell and sank deep into
the blue sea? It certainly won’t be therapy for your soul. Your
mind would interpret the experience as threatening; you may feel
hopeless, helpless and powerless. Your mental state at the time

would significantly impact your emotions and by extension your
health and survival.
Often times we walk on the edge of life’s jetty, never taking the
time to re-evaluate where we are standing, never investing enough
time and energy in the skills required to maneuver through life’s
landscape and unexpected events.
To be mentally healthy one has to be generally confident in
and have the ability to accept, manage and adjust to life’s ebb and
flow. One is mentally healthy when he/she is able to have good
relationships with self and others and be a productive member
of society. Umm isn’t that interesting! We negatively impact our
mental health when we resist life’s deep waters (challenges) because
avoiding them certainly won’t keep the “problems” away. We may
still slip and fall. And when or if we fall, we could embrace the
experience, seek solutions, seek help or sink deeper into the deep,
deep sea of despair.
I am most certain if we shift our perspective then perhaps, a
much more experienced diver may appear and lead us back to the
surface. Perhaps when we do get back there we can learn how to
swim and encourage others to do the same. So we can improve
our mental health by practicing positive habits, just like we can
improve your physical health with exercise.
Some positive habits to improve mental health:
(a) nurturing relationships with uplifting people;
(b) seeking counseling from a professional if you are struggling
emotionally;
(c) developing faith in a Higher Power (God);
(d) being thankful especially when you are having a “bad”
experience;
(e) learning new skills to build self confidence;
(f) breathing and thinking about the consequences before you
speak or act;
(g) spending quiet time with self to relax and relieve stress;
(h) learning conflict management skills; and eating healthy and
exercising regularly.
So beautiful ones I implore you to; stay positive, respond
positively and be more and more mentally healthy. Learn to
swim

By Wellness Innovators
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Dare

to
BE

GREAT

I

tend to always wrestle with my
creations whether they may
manifest from my imagination or
may spawn out of the inspiration
of someone else’s creation. How can
one tap into that creative pool and bring
out something pure without it being
tainted? Tainted by perceptions; a media
industry that tends to lean primarily to
the commercial side or simply to seek
the approvals of the higher-ups. How
can an artist maintain some thread of
artistic integrity in the midst of all the
dominating noise?
My little interaction with local
aspiring artist; whether they sing, write,
rap or dance have all but tainted my
view of these various crafts. Who is the
genuine article and who is a carbon copy?
Mr. Dunstan St. Omer dared to
dream before he could paint; likewise
Mr. Walcott displayed elegance with
diction before it was fashionable to call
oneself a poet. We can scrutinize the
greats, not only locally, but any artist
who seems to transcend time with their
work. When I say transcend time, I mean
that their creations are very much alive
and relevant today as they were in their
inception. What seems to be the common
denominator rest within their love,
passion and dedication to their craft. So
much invested in nurturing, honing and
making their feelings somehow transfer
purely without bias on the page, the
canvas, through their vocals or instrument
of choice.
Is it me or is there something lacking
from our artist these days? To each his
own but I challenge anyone with artistic
aspirations to seriously contemplate why
they do what they do. And if it resonates
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All the world's a stage, and all
the men and women merely
players. They have their exits
and their entrances, and one
man in his time plays many
parts
- William Shakespeare with truth then he might find fate on his
side or else he may find himself like a
passing cloud, simply filling a void for a
while.
Our creative industry at this time is
being overhauled with recent injection
from government and private funding.
Granted it is all well-deserved and I
commend the government and the
private sector for recognizing the up and
coming acts and assisting them in getting
the exposure they need. One must also
be cognizant of the fact that our artist
impressions can travel faster than the
speed of light and as an agency may lean
solely on say, soca; that impression may
prevail on the global market. Not saying
that is the case, simply making a case that
we as artists must continue to examine
our works to ensure that it is market
friendly in order to penetrate cultures.
The spotlight that most artists yearn
for does discriminate and it is only given to
those who execute their craft on the highest

level. Malcolm Gladwell would distinguish
the greats by declaring that 10,000 hours
were invested in the gestation period for
one to be truly great at something. And
at that point the medium the artist uses
becomes inseparable from him like a limb.
Becoming part of his anatomy and at that
point the craft becomes an expression of
an artist’s very soul.
I could be wrong but I believe that every
expression is a reflection of an artist’s
soul; what burns inside their being, that
audacity to dream despite the odds and
still managing to paint their expressions in
elaborate hues, which will in turn connect
with someone on an emotional level and
inspire some kind of action. Art is a
sublime way to communicate the desires
of an artist. Art is alive and we all have
that innate ability to create on that level.
As we approach the carnival season
and everyone is gearing to make their
respective releases, I want to encourage
you all to DARE TO BE GREAT because
we have it. Dare to be the best DJ, the
best producer, singer, costume designer.
Despite how financially strained things
may be, stay on your dean. Let us make
Saint Lucia’s creations revile with the best
internationally.
So since we are all actors, what will be
our legacy.
Kervin G. Desir BSc. IDSC
Sales Representative
Pan American Life

Road Safety First

T

he Choiseul Youth and
Sports Council was awarded
$US10,000 by the Caribbean Development Bank,
after having been given the opportunity
to present a proposal for a Road Safety
project at the CDB Youth Vybzing Forum, 2013.
The project encompasses two phases; phase one involves the erection of
guardrails and placement of signs in
Toumac and Sabwisha. Mr. Oliver
Sampson, retired engineer, serves as
supervisor of this component of the
project. The second phase is dedicated
to sensitizing the public, especially the
youth of Choiseul, on the issues of
road safety, and the necessity to consider one’s life and the life of others when
using our roads.
The message on road safety was delivered by Mr. Martin Joseph of OMEGA
Driving. Participants of this campaign
included students and the motoring
public, with special attention on minibus operators. Additionally, three educational animated promos have been
produced and will be aired on national
television.
The Council has accomplished a tremendous amount of work under the supervision of the Ministry of Infrastructure, Port Services and Transport. Two
council members, Ms. Jeny Gaillard and
Ms. Kina Nicholas, are scheduled to
present the project report in Guyana at
the CDB Youth Vybzing Forum on 22nd
May, 2014.
The Project Coordinator, Ms. Jeny
Gaillard, continues to urge the youth to
be productively engaged throughout the
implementation process. The Council’s
work is underlined by dedicated vision
of pride and togetherness among the
youth.

Mr. Joseph speaks to students
at the Dugard Primary School

Mr. Joseph speaks to students
at the Roblot Primary School

Choiseul youth preparing to
erect guardrails at Sabwisha
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Services also include:
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• Book Binding

• Tickets

• Letter Heads

• Magazines • Posters

• Business Cards • Invitations

• Flyers
• Calendars

And much more.......

